EXPLORE

Nuclear
Engineering

The Ken and Mary Alice Lindquist Department of
Nuclear Engineering at Penn State offers a curriculum
with a strong focus on experimental research,
distinguishing it from many other programs.
Our nuclear engineering major relates theory to
practice in a way that is unique to Penn State.
Penn State is one of the few universities where
undergrad students can work with a functioning
nuclear reactor. As the crown jewel of the
program, the Breazeale Nuclear Reactor is the
longest operating licensed research reactor in
the country.
Penn State’s collaboration with nuclear companies
and agencies give students an unmatched
educational experience, where they can train
with the simulation and analysis codes currently used in industry and gain access to
some of the most sophisticated national facilities in nuclear and plasma sciences.
Becoming a nuclear engineer gives an individual the opportunity to mold the future
in exciting new ways. Many of our graduates work at nuclear power plants, nuclear
fuel vendors, and in non-power areas including nuclear policy, nuclear security,
nuclear materials development, and plasma science and engineering at national
labs. Other graduates go on to work in industries that use radioactivity or radiation,
such as medicine, food, and agriculture.
For more information about the Ken and Mary Alice Lindquist Department
of Nuclear Engineering, visit nuce.psu.edu.

NUCE

Hear from students and alumni by watching the Exposure
to Major video series: bit.ly/PennStateEngineering

Engineering
Ambassadors
Build leadership skills
and gain communication
experience through the
outreach program that
seeks to motivate the
next generation of
engineers.

Study Abroad
Programs
Gain a worldwide
perspective, develop
foreign language skills,
cultural understanding, and
professional experience.

Mentoring programs
Tap into the extensive
alumni network with
connections and
professional development
from the Penn State
Nuclear Engineering
Society.
AVERAGE ENTRY-LEVEL SALARY
OF NUCLEAR ENGINEER GRADUATES

$73,010

career.engr.psu.edu/students/undergraduate/salary.aspx

On-campus Nuclear Reactor

Learn from the Breazeale Nuclear Reactor,
one of the only research reactors in the nation.

What is a nuclear engineer?
Nuclear engineering is a multidisciplinary field with extensive applications
beyond providing nuclear power for electrical production. Nuclear
engineers may apply radiation to treat disease, operate nuclear energy
systems, develop safety regulations, or facilitate space exploration. Nuclear
technology touches our lives in many ways, and nuclear engineers solve
everyday problems to contribute to our health and safety.
Examples of career opportunities: Reactor designer; nuclear safety
analyst; nuclear operations engineer; nuclear medical radiologist;
nuclear fusion engineer
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Katie Hawkins
Class of 2020

“The NucE department has
the unique ability to give
individualized attention within
a large university and does
everything within its power
to give students internship,
scholarship, and full-time
job opportunities. The rest
is entirely up to you.”

